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Abstract

Goldberg, & Griffiths, 2020). In practice, however, these accounts have tended to focus on common ground within the
most minimal possible communities (the agent and exactly
one partner) or the most maximal (the entire population).

Speakers use different language to communicate with partners
in different communities. But how do we learn and represent
which conventions to use with which partners? In this paper,
we argue that solving this challenging computational problem
requires speakers to supplement their lexical representations
with knowledge of social group structure. We formalize this
idea by extending a recent hierarchical Bayesian model of convention formation with an intermediate layer explicitly representing the latent communities each partner belongs to, and derive predictions about how conventions formed within a group
ought to extend to new in-group and out-group members. We
then present evidence from two behavioral experiments testing
these predictions using a minimal group paradigm. Taken together, our findings provide a first step toward a formal framework for understanding the interplay between language use
and social group knowledge.
keywords: conventions, communication, social cognition

There is tremendous variation in the linguistic conventions
used for communication by different communities (Gumperz,
1982; Eckert, 2012). This variation manifests most strikingly
in the hundreds of mutually unintelligible language families currently in use around the world (Katzner & Miller,
2002). Yet even among different speakers of a single language (e.g. English), there exist communities that remain
nearly unintelligible to one another. The same acronym may
have entirely different meanings in different scientific journals, and the slang used by one generation may be foreign to
the previous one (Eble, 1996; Partridge, 2006). Such variation creates a challenging computational problem for speakers: in an increasingly interconnected world, individuals are
likely to belong not just to one language community but
many, spanning different professional, ethnic, and interestbased groups. What cognitive abilities allow speakers to successfully navigate this landscape of inter-group variability?
An extensive body of work in sociolinguistics has focused
on one solution, known as code-switching (DeBose, 1992;
Auer, 2013; Gardner-Chloros, 2009), the ability to retrieve
and use different conventions with different partners in different contexts. For instance, when a scientist presents their
work to other scientists, they may use efficient technical
shorthand that they would avoid when talking to their nonexpert friends. Recent accounts of language use have suggested that such flexibility may be supported by the ability
to encode partners as latent contexts representing which conventions are expected to be shared (Brown-Schmidt, Yoon, &
Ryskin, 2015), and the ability to generalize these latent contexts appropriately to new individuals (Hawkins, Goodman,
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A core problem facing these accounts, then, is that conventions are often inextricable from knowledge about the
latent structure of the social world: between partners and
the population lay many intermediate communities that must
be learned and represented (Gershman, Pouncy, & Gweon,
2017; Lau, Pouncy, Gershman, & Cikara, 2018). In other
words, the prior expectations that guide communication with
a new partner should neither be a blank slate nor a copy of
global expectations but should instead be based on inferences
about latent group membership. For example, in a compelling empirical demonstration of these group-based inferences, Isaacs and Clark (1987) paired participants who had
previously lived in New York City with those who had never
been there, and asked them to take turns referring to images of
landmarks in the city (e.g. the “Rockefeller Center”). After a
handful of utterances from a novel partner, participants could
infer whether they were playing with an expert (i.e. in-group
member of the New York community) or a novice (i.e. an outgroup member) and modified their descriptions accordingly.
In this paper, we propose a computational model that aims
to both explain the ability to acquire group-specific conventions and to deploy them appropriately in conversation with
different partners. We evaluate this model’s predictions using empirical data from a minimal group paradigm (Kerr &
Smith, 2016; Tajfel, 1982) implemented with a networked
communication task (Experiment 1). This task aimed to examine one of the weakest conditions under which conventions
may be expected to depend on a partner’s social group. We
arbitrarily assigned participants to either a ‘blue’ community
or a ‘red’ community and had them take turns describing ambiguous tangram objects in interactions with different partners in their own community. At the end of the experiment,
we asked each participant to produce descriptions of the same
objects for members of their in-group or for members of the
out-group. Finally, we showed these descriptions to naive
participants to evaluate the transparency of descriptions produced for in-group vs. out-group members (Experiment 2).
In both cases, we found small effects of intended audience,
suggesting that speakers are sensitive to social group structure when forming and using conventions.

population

Reasoning about social group structure
Hawkins et al. (2020) recently proposed an account of convention formation based on the idea that communicative
agents maintain uncertainty about how different partners will
use language, and update their expectations based on evidence from communicative interactions. Rather than maintaining entirely disconnected expectations for each partner (a
no-pooling model) or using exactly the same expectations for
every partner (a complete-pooling model), this account was
formalized as a hierarchical Bayesian model (see Tenenbaum,
Kemp, Griffiths, & Goodman, 2011), where agents maintain
partner-specific expectations while abstracting away what is
shared in common partners.
Our primary theoretical aim is to integrate this hierarchical
account of communicative expectations into a unified framework with recent models of social structure learning. Following Gershman et al. (2017), we assume each partner i
has some (latent) group membership zi , where members of
a group are assumed share some attributes θzi in common1 .
We then assume these groups are represented at an intermediate layer in a generative model of a partner’s behavior
(see Fig. 1). The parameters of each possible latent social
group θzi are sampled from an overall population distribution, P(θzi |Θ), where P(Θ) represents the highest-level uncertainty about the population-level parameters. Meanwhile,
the lexicons used by individuals within each group are drawn
from their respective group-specific distributions, P(φi |θzi ).
This three-layer community-sensitive structure contrasts with
a community-free model, where individuals are drawn directly from the population-level distribution.Otherwise, the
two models proceed similarly to allow agents to dynamically
update their beliefs by inverting this model conditioned on
data. Concretely, as an agent interacts with each partner i,
they make observations Di about their partner’s language use
in context. These observations may be used to update their
joint beliefs over parameters at each layer, using Bayes rule,
P(Θ, θzi , φi |Di ) ∝ P(Di |φi , θzi , Θ)P(φi , θzi , Θ)
= P(D|φi )P(φi |θzi )P(θzi |Θ)P(Θ).
The key observation is that variability at each layer of the
generative model modulates the strength of the inferences that
can be made as parameters recede from the observed data. For
example, after coordinating with a single partner, an agent
is able to form strong expectations about how that specific
partner will use language in the future, allowing more effective communication. However, the same data does not license
strong inferences about whether that partner is representative
of their group, or whether their group is representative of the
general population. Most importantly for the mechanisms underlying code-switching, this model predicts that when conventions form within a group, they will initially be limited to
in-group members.

community

...

partner

Figure 1: We consider a hierarchical model of convention
formation that represents not only partner-specific common
ground but also the latent structure of social communities.
We make these theoretical observations explicit by considering a group of agents communicating with one another in a
fully-connected network. We begin by reproducing the simulations reported by Hawkins et al. (2020) to explicitly compare the predictions of a community-free model against our
new community-sensitive model. In these simulations, we initialize four agents, assign them all to the same group (e.g. the
‘red’ team), and pair them up in a series of round-robin repeated reference games (see Fig. 2). One agent is assigned
to the speaker role and shown a context of objects C with
one object o∗ ∈ C indicated as the target. Their objective is
to choose an utterance u ∈ U that allows their partner, the
listener, to accurately choose the target. In our minimal setting, we set |C | = 2 and give the speaker a vocabulary of four
words, which can be concatenated to form longer utterances.
We specify agents’ referential language behavior using the
Rational Speech Acts (RSA) framework (Goodman & Frank,
2016) for consistency with previous work. The speaker is assumed to choose utterances by balancing the expected communicative success against the utterance’s cost, where longer
utterances are assumed to be more costly. Critically, an utterance’s expected communicative success depends on the lexicon φ the listener is using to interpret the utterance. We define the listener to select between objects using a softmax distribution: PL (o|u, φ) ∝ eφ[u,o] , where φ is a real-valued 2 × 4
matrix. The lexicon φ is precisely the set of parameters that
the speaker maintains uncertainty about, via the distribution
P(φi |D); we therefore assume the speaker marginalizes over
their current beliefs to choose an utterance:
Z

PS (u|o, φ) ∝ exp{

P(φ|D)wI · ln PL (o|u, φ) − wc · c(u)}

φi

where wI and wc control how strongly informativity and utterance cost c(u) are weighted in the utility. We set wI = 12,
wc = 7, and use independent Gaussian distributions as priors
(k)
for each cell of the lexicon matrix φi j . These distributions are
centered at the corresponding value of the group-level matrix,
which in turn are centered at the value of the population-level
matrix (for further details, see Hawkins et al., 2020):
(z )

1 In

principle, memberships zi are unknown and must be inferred
alongside the properties of each group. We restrict our analysis to
the case where memberships are already known.
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...

(k)

(z )

P(Θi j ) = N (0, 1), P(θi j k ) = N (Θi j , 1), P(φi j ) = N (θi j k , 1)
Results are shown for 33 networks in Fig. 3A.
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Figure 2: Design and procedure for simulations and experiments. (A) In our simulations and in Experiment 1, participants were
assigned to a red or blue community and (B) played a series of reference games with their neighbors. (C) At the end of the task,
they were asked to produce a description for a novel partner who belonged to their same group, or who belonged to the other
group. (D) In Experiment 2, a group of naive participants were asked to select the intended target based on the description.

Experiment 1: Generalizing
to in-group vs. out-group members
To test these predictions, we evaluated inter- and intra-group
generalization by introducing a minimal group paradigm for
a referential communication task. Our key prediction concerned responses in a post-test phase, where we asked participants to produce descriptions of each object for a new member of their own community as well as a new member of the
other community. Therefore, the descriptions they provide in
the post-test ought to be shorter in description length for a
novel member of their own group than for a novel member of
the other group.

Methods
Participants We recruited 272 participants from Prolific
and connected them in groups of four using a reactive web
app built with Empirica (Almaatouq et al., 2021). All participants were pre-screened as fluent (but not necessarily ‘native’) English speakers. We deliberately recruited more participants than required for each network, to ensure each network had enough participants to begin; over-subscribed participants were paid the base rate of $4.00. Active participants
could receive up to $2.24 in additional performance bonuses.
After excluding incomplete games, where at least one participant disconnected prior to competition of the full task, we
were left with complete data from 33 groups, consisting of
132 unique participants.
Design & Procedure Each group of four participants was
randomly assigned one of two possible team colors (‘red’ or
‘blue’) and one of two possible object sets containing four
tangram stimuli from Clark and Wilkes-Gibbs (1986, see Fig.
2A). The experiment was structured into a series of dyadic
repeated reference games using these stimuli as targets. Partner pairings were determined by a round-robin schedule, such
that every participant had an extended interaction with each
of their neighbors in a private room (Fig. 2B). The trial sequence was composed of four repetition blocks per partner,
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where each target appeared exactly once per block. Participants swapped speaker and listener roles at the beginning of
each block. After completing sixteen trials with one partner, participants were introduced to their next partner. To
emphasize the continuity of interaction with the same partner in a room, as well as each partner’s group membership,
we graphically represented participants as avatars using their
team color (i.e. shades of blue or red).
Each trial proceeded as follows. First, one of the four tangrams in the context was highlighted as the target object for
the current speaker in the room. They were instructed to
use a chatbox to communicate the identity of this object to
their partner, the listener. The two participants were able to
communicate freely through the chatbox until the listener decided to select one of the objects. The order that the targets
were displayed on each participants’ screen was randomized
to prevent the use of purely spatial cues (e.g. ’the one on the
left’). To ensure that a single inattentive participant could not
prevent the network from progressing, we included a fortyfive second timer on each trial. If all dyads in the network
responded within this time, they all immediately advanced to
the next trial; if no response was recorded, they timed out and
were automatically advanced. After a selection was made,
both participants in a dyad were given full feedback and received bonus payment for correct responses.
After the communication phase, participants advanced to
a post-test phase where they were asked to produce descriptions of the same tangrams for new participants to see in the
future (Fig. 2C). Critically, we manipulated the target audience in a within-participant design. They were asked to provide descriptions both for new members of their own group
and for new members of the other group. To control for possible order effects, we elicited these descriptions in two blocks
corresponding to the two target audiences (own vs. other).
We randomized both the sequence in which the four objects
appeared within each block and the order of the two blocks.
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Figure 3: Simulation and Experiment 1 results. (A) Speakers are progressively more willing to extend efficient conventions to
new in-group partners over time, but (B) are less willing to extend them to out-group members in the post-test phase (utterance
length z-scored within participant for boxplot). (C) Descriptions produced for out-group members draw on more content from
early trials while those produced for in-group members draw more on later trials. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs.

Results
Generalization and partner-specificity within networks
First, we were able to successfully replicate previous tests
of generalization within a single community (see Hawkins et
al., 2020). In a linear regression predicting (log) utterance
length, we found that participants used shorter descriptions
across multiple repetition blocks with the same partner, b =
−0.25, t(14) = −15, p < 0.001; reverted to relatively longer
descriptions b = 0.5, t(36.1) = 9.6, p < 0.001 on the first
block with a new partner relative to the final block with a previous partner (consistent with partner-specificity); and were
progressively more willing to use these shorter description
on the initial trial with a new partner, b = −0.16, t(81.7) =
−4.4, p < 0.001 (see Fig. 3A).
Speakers produce longer descriptions for out-group We
now turn to the descriptions produced in the post-test phase.
Our community-sensitive model predicts that participants expect conventions to be specific to the group context; thus,
a convention that was only observed in the red group will
only be expected to generalize to new red group members,
not to blue group members. We again operationalized this
prediction in terms of the length of the descriptions provided
for each group, which can be considered a rough proxy for
the amount of information the speaker believes they need
to provide to a member of that group given their common
ground (e.g. Fussell & Krauss, 1989). We ran a linear mixedeffects model predicting (log) number of words in each description including fixed effects of target audience (coded as
own vs. other) and block order (coded as first or second)
and the maximal random effects structure that converged: intercepts and main effects at the individual participant level,
as well as intercepts for each network and for each target
tangram. We found a significant main effect of target audi-
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ence, with descriptions produced for a new member of the
out-group (m1 = 8.9 words) significantly longer than descriptions produced for a new member of the in-group (m2 = 8.0
words), t(166.7) = 3.24, p = 0.001. For comparison, utterances produced for the other group were closest in length
to the descriptions produced for one’s very first partner in
the communication phase (9.4 words). Meanwhile, utterances produced for an unseen member of one’s own group
were between the initial descriptions for one’s second and
third partners (8.3 and 7.3 words). Additionally, we found
a significant order effect, with descriptions on the second
block significantly shorter regardless of the target audience,
b = −0.14, t(170) = −4.07, p < 0.001 (Fig. 3B), likely due
to a combination of priming and eagerness to finish the experiment. There was no evidence supporting an interaction term,
χ2 (5) = 0.92, p = 0.97.
Out-group descriptions more similar to earlier trials Finally, we compare the content of post-test descriptions with
the descriptions produced on earlier rounds, hypothesizing
that out-group descriptions would avoid the group-specific
conventions formed later in the game in favor of more generic
features. We operationalized similarity using the set intersection of the pair of utterances: for every description of a target tangram produced by a speaker during the communication
phase, we computed whether any words overlapped with their
post-test utterance. We then conducted a mixed-effects logistic regression predicting the binary variable of whether utterances overlapped, including fixed effects of target audience
(own vs. other) and time (partner 1, 2, or 3) as well as random intercepts for each tangram and speaker. First, we found
an overall main effect of time with post-test descriptions
more likely to contain words from later trials, b = 0.77, z =
9.5, p < 0.001. Critically, however, we also found an interaction with target audience, b = −0.19, z = −2.4, p = 0.017,
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Figure 4: Experiment 2 results. Naive participants are
marginally more accurate and slower to read the longer descriptions produced for out-group members than in-group
members. Error bars are bootstrapped 95% CIs.

where other-intended utterances tended to overlap with the
earliest utterances more than own-intended utterances and
own-intended utterances tended to overlap more highly with
the utterances produced with later partners (Fig. 3C). These
results suggest that speakers not only produced longer descriptions for out-group members but also tailored the lexical
content of their descriptions accordingly.

Experiment 2: Evaluating transparency
Our first experiment suggested that speakers distinguish conventions that are likely to be meaningful only within their
own group from those that are likely to be shared more universally. While we measured this distinction in terms of different
description lengths, it is unclear whether these differences in
length actually reflect differences in the transparency of the
convention (Atkinson, Mills, & Smith, 2019). That is, are the
shorter descriptions produced for one’s own group actually
more difficult for a naive listener to understand? In this experiment, we empirically evaluate the effect of intended audience
on downstream comprehension. We showed the descriptions
elicited in the post-test of Experiment 1 to an independent
sample of naive participants and asked them to select which
tangram object was being described. We predicted that messages intended for in-group members may rely to a greater
extent on common ground derived from their idiosyncratic
interactions with other group members, and therefore lead to
lower recognition accuracy than messages intended for outgroup members.

Methods
We recruited 500 fluent English speakers from Prolific
to complete a short survey implemented with jsPsych
(De Leeuw, 2015). We excluded participants that failed a
catch trial (”click the one that’s furthest to the left”) as well
as any trials with (log) response times outside two standard
deviations of the group mean (i.e. < 1s or >20s) which could
indicate a lapse in attention. The 1,056 descriptions produced
in the post-test of Experiment 1 were partitioned into subsets
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corresponding to each of the 8 tangrams. We showed participants exactly one description of each tangram, sampled
randomly from these sub-sets and presented in a randomized
order, for a total of 8 trials. Each trial proceeded as a simple recognition task: participants were shown a description
and the corresponding set of four tangrams (A or B) from the
community where it was produced. Participants were then
asked to click on the tangram that best matched the description and rated their confidence using a slider ranging from
‘not at all confident’ to ‘very confident.’ To prevent learning
within this short task, participants were not given feedback
on their responses. Finally, to ensure that we received a sufficient number of responses for each description under our randomization scheme, we ran the experiment in several large
batches, removing descriptions from the candidate set once
they appeared more than five times. Although this procedure
necessarily created an imbalanced sample, we ensured that all
descriptions were seen at least once; the modal responses per
description was three.

Results
Comprehension accuracy Our primary prediction concerned the relative transparency of descriptions produced for
in-group members vs. out-group members. To test this prediction, we ran a logistic mixed-effects model predicting the
binary correctness of each response. We included fixed effects of the description’s original intended audience (coded
own vs. other) and the order that the speaker produced them
in (coded as own-first vs. other-first), as well as their interaction. We included the maximal random effects structure that converged, with random intercepts for each original speaker, for each original network the speaker belonged
to, and each tangram item. We found a weak simple effect
of target audience for descriptions in the other-first group,
b = −0.27, z = −2.01, p = 0.044 as well as marginal evidence suggesting an interaction, b = 0.29, z = 1.52, p = 0.12,
clarifying that there appeared to be no such audience effect
for descriptions produced in the reverse order (see Fig. 4A).

Response time We also considered an analogous analysis
for (log) response times recorded in our comprehension task.
Response time is clearly confounded with description length
(i.e. longer descriptions take longer to read before a response
can be made), and we found results consistent with description length differences observed in Experiment 1. Participants responded more slowly for longer, other-intended utterances than shorter own-intended utterances in the other-first
group, b = −0.06, t(85.7) = −2.7, p = 0.008, and a weak
interaction suggests that this effect was limited to the ownfirst order, b = 0.07,t(95.1) = 2.3, p = 0.02 (see Fig. 4B).
These results are consistent with a weak but reliable difference in the external transparency of descriptions originally
produced for in-group and out-group members, although they
were similarly affected by order effects.

General Discussion
How do speakers know which conventions to use for different partners? In this paper, we argued that the ability to codeswitch requires common ground to be represented not only
at the level of specific partners, but also to be sensitive to
the communities those partners belong to. We formalized this
idea by extending a recent hierarchical Bayesian model of
convention formation with an intermediate layer representing
latent group membership and tested the predictions of this
model in two behavioral experiments implementing a minimal group paradigm with small networks of interacting participants. Even under these weakly induced and short-lived
groups, we found that speakers were sensitive to the group
membership of their audience, producing marginally shorter
and more transparent utterances for out-group members.
While these findings support the qualitative predictions of
our model, effect sizes in both experiments were smaller than
expected. Several contributing factors are possible. First, our
minimal group manipulation may not have been convincing.
Groups were based on arbitrary color assignments, indicated
only by the avatars of different partners, which may not have
been sufficiently salient to mark differences between groups.
Even for participants that attended to distinctions between ingroup and out-group members, it is possible that they were
legitimately not convinced that in-group conventions would
generalize to a hypothetical future member of their group.
Different participants may have made different assumptions
about this hypothetical person that limit generalizability relative to what would be expected in a fourth block of interaction
with real partners. Indeed, the primary discrepancy from our
model predictions was an insufficient decrease in description
length for new in-group members rather than a failure to limit
extensions to out-group members. Second, it is likely that not
all decreases in utterance length reflect substantive decreases
in transparency. Different groups may converge on different
conventions while both conventions remain understandable to
naive observers. Hence, the size of the transparency effect
may be particularly small and requires further confirmatory
replication.
Our work raises several key open questions. First, a
direct corollary of our model is that speakers with wellcalibrated representations of the language used by different
social groups should intentionally choose maximally diagnostic in-group conventions to signal their own identity. Indeed, we predict that this signaling behavior is directly related to the value of group membership in the agent’s environment: for example, lower-status individuals are more
likely to over-use jargon and competitive settings tend to increase signalling behavior. Second, it is unclear how this
framework ought to extend beyond social conventions to prescriptive or moral norms. Even for young children, the latter
may be expected to generalize more universally across groups
(Schmidt, Rakoczy, & Tomasello, 2012). This behavior may
simply reflect assumptions about the variance at different layers of the hierarchy, or may require a different generative
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model entirely. Finally, while we assumed for simplicity that
each individual belongs to a single group, it is important to
extend our model to the case of multiple overlapping groups
that vary in their status. Indeed, code-switching not only allows an individual to adjust their language for in-group and
out-group members, but also allows them to pass as a credible member of multiple groups. More broadly, we hope that
incorporating explicit representations of social group identity
into cognitive models of communication and convention may
open pathways to better capturing the diversity of experiences
and linguistic identities within the broader language community and the challenges that accompany inter-group communication.
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